blasphemy, rebellion, and felony appear to be contained and condemned by her death sentence, 4 I argue that the play stages its own subversive act by asserting the corpse of her husband as potentially salvific by means of the Corpus Christi affect. Stage magic affords a way for Alice to perform her spiritual redemption and escape the containment the play constructs for her with her staged prosecution. This staging trick that lays in wait for a spectator can offer her an experience of reading semiotic signs that profess Alice judged, found guilty, and condemned. At the same time, the phenomenology of the stage provides an actor playing Alice a way, should he choose to do so, to disclose the bleeding corpse to her affectively, offering her a catharsis by wonder.
One question the play asks is why should sacred totems be rudely handled? The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy's definition of iconoclasm provides an answer to that question:
"The odd pair of beliefs shared by enthusiasts including
Cromwell and the Taliban, that while 'false idols' have no supernatural powers they are nevertheless so dangerous that they must be destroyed rather than ignored" (177). False idols simply cannot be left alone because they compel a subject's gaze. Marguerite A. Tassi 5 describes how "Elizabethans were as much in love with images, as they were fearful of the dangerous powers attributed to them" (29). She locates the Elizabethan desiring gaze in the theatre in the context of medieval religious drama:
The newly built theaters featured excellent actors who fed people's eyes with fancies and spectacles. What was 4 Elizabeth Williamson notes as well that the play "never allows Alice to carry out her threats" (393). 5 The Scandal of Images: Iconoclasm, Eroticism, and Painting in Early Modern English Drama. In her chapter devoted to Arden of Faversham, Tassi argues that dramatists exploited iconoclastic phobias directed specifically towards portraiture and painters to thereby differentiate and so defend their own art against antitheatrical argument.
object on stage "to register as a prop," it "must be perceived by a spectator as a sign" (50). Sofer builds on Anthony B.
Dawson's correlation between Anglican doctrine and the contract made between actor and spectator in performance (56) 7 to theorize "the ambiguity of the object's reception" (45) and Alice tells Mosby her intent and her motive-she "will dam that fire in my breast"
(48) for Arden loved her "dearly" (61)-before she proposes that they part:
I pray thee, Mosby, let our springtime wither;
Our harvest else will yield but loathsome weeds. She may repent the extent of her profane love entirely, that even "Arden to me was dearer than my soul" (1.197). Thus her rejection of Mosby and her reading of a prayerbook are both part of her penance. In this scenario, she genuinely uses the prayerbook for its intended and conventionally recognized use, and the actor handles the prop as an external sign that points to her inner state-contrition, and her motivepenance.
Alice may also be deliberately manipulating the signifying quality of a prayerbook, using the prayerbook as a prop to demonstrate her change of mind-she will not kill Arden, she will honour her marital vows, she has undergone a religious him there, to keep him looking at her: she will appease him and "do penance for offending" him (115). She thinks here of his letters that she was about to burn, now burning in her pocket, and, mortified, thinks to perform penance by burning the prayerbook instead. Now, given her conversion back to her own religion, wherein "Love is a god" (1.101), she lights on how she might perform a more appropriate penance right then and there: she will "tear away the leaves, / And all the leaves, and in this golden cover / Shall thy sweet letters dwell" . The action that seems demanded by the repetition of "leaves," and the addition of "all the leaves" in the playwright's embedded gesture directs a crescendo of emotion with which the actor handles the prayerbook as he speaks his lines and handles those leaves, perhaps even literally tearing them out, in order to make room for love letters. 17 The play prompts a spectator both to judge Alice for her sacrilegious transgression and to sympathize with her, and fear for her, as she re-/disfigures her prayerbook as her desperate means of clasping a man to her who would "rid "Wherin is shewed the great mal / lice and discimulation of a 
